I Hope This Reaches Her In Time
If you ally dependence such a referred I Hope This Reaches Her In Time ebook that will come up
with the money for you worth, acquire the unquestionably best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you want to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions
collections are after that launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections I Hope This Reaches Her In Time that we
will enormously offer. It is not not far off from the costs. Its roughly what you infatuation currently.
This I Hope This Reaches Her In Time , as one of the most lively sellers here will unconditionally be
accompanied by the best options to review.

I Hope This Reaches Her in Time Too penric gamhra 2018-03-07
a true message to her.I've seen women with
broken heartsfought battleswith the pieces and
earn theirvictories.
Invisible Child - Andrea Elliott 2021-10-05
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER • A “vivid and
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

devastating” (The New York Times) portrait of
an indomitable girl—from acclaimed journalist
Andrea Elliott “From its first indelible pages to
its rich and startling conclusion, Invisible Child
had me, by turns, stricken, inspired, outraged,
illuminated, in tears, and hungering for
reimmersion in its Dickensian depths.”—Ayad
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Akhtar, author of Homeland Elegies ONE OF
THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New
York Times • ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR: The Atlantic, The New York Times
Book Review, Time, NPR, Library Journal In
Invisible Child, Pulitzer Prize winner Andrea
Elliott follows eight dramatic years in the life of
Dasani, a girl whose imagination is as soaring as
the skyscrapers near her Brooklyn shelter. In
this sweeping narrative, Elliott weaves the story
of Dasani’s childhood with the history of her
ancestors, tracing their passage from slavery to
the Great Migration north. As Dasani comes of
age, New York City’s homeless crisis has
exploded, deepening the chasm between rich
and poor. She must guide her siblings through a
world riddled by hunger, violence, racism, drug
addiction, and the threat of foster care. Out on
the street, Dasani becomes a fierce fighter “to
protect those who I love.” When she finally
escapes city life to enroll in a boarding school,
she faces an impossible question: What if leaving
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

poverty means abandoning your family, and
yourself? A work of luminous and riveting prose,
Elliott’s Invisible Child reads like a page-turning
novel. It is an astonishing story about the power
of resilience, the importance of family and the
cost of inequality—told through the crucible of
one remarkable girl. Winner of the J. Anthony
Lukas Book Prize • Finalist for the Bernstein
Award and the PEN/John Kenneth Galbraith
Award
American Street - Ibi Zoboi 2017-02-14
A National Book Award Finalist with five starred
reviews and multiple awards! A New York Times
Notable Book * A Time Magazine Best YA Book
Of All Time* Publishers Weekly Flying Start *
Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year * ALA
Booklist Editors' Choice of 2017 (Top of the List
winner) * School Library Journal Best Book of
the Year * Kirkus Best Book of the Year *
BookPage Best YA Book of the Year An evocative
and powerful coming-of-age story perfect for
fans of Nicola Yoon and Jason Reynolds In this
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stunning debut novel, Pushcart-nominated
author Ibi Zoboi draws on her own experience as
a young Haitian immigrant, infusing this lyrical
exploration of America with magical realism and
vodou culture. On the corner of American Street
and Joy Road, Fabiola Toussaint thought she
would finally find une belle vie—a good life. But
after they leave Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Fabiola’s
mother is detained by U.S. immigration, leaving
Fabiola to navigate her loud American cousins,
Chantal, Donna, and Princess; the grittiness of
Detroit’s west side; a new school; and a
surprising romance, all on her own. Just as she
finds her footing in this strange new world, a
dangerous proposition presents itself, and
Fabiola soon realizes that freedom comes at a
cost. Trapped at the crossroads of an impossible
choice, will she pay the price for the American
dream?
She Just Wants to Forget - r.h. Sin 2019-04-02
She Just Wants to Forget is the follow up to the
New York Times bestselling poetry collection
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

She Felt Like Feeling Nothing by r.h. Sin.
The She Book v.2 - Tanya Markul 2020-06-30
An intimate collection of modern prose, poems,
and quotes about surviving dark times. It's about
telling your story... A resilient journey through a
season of loneliness, as cycle of heartache, and a
year of depression–this is what she unexpectedly
found within the depths of her brokenness and
how she emerged stronger. This book
unapologetically explores the feeling, healing,
and revealing of depression and the power of
asking for help and being open to receiving
support from nature and others, while giving a
creative and empowering voice to emotional
pain. As I wept in the arms of darkness, I heard
the voice of my grandmother say, Nothing stays
the same, darling, not even pain. Life is a path of
change. Of ecstasy and ache. So, no matter what
the storm claims, let love light the way.
From Faith to Faith - Kenneth Copeland
2012-05-01
Now you can have a word of encouragement...a
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word of inspiration... a word of faith…every day
of the year! Written by Kenneth and Gloria
Copeland, From Faith to Faith daily devotional
deals with real living. From their own
experience, the Copelands know the fight of
faith isn't won overnight. It's won little by little
in the practical territory of everyday life. From
Faith to Faith talks about the struggles you face
every day...struggles with weariness, irritation,
children, finances, even overeating. Kenneth and
Gloria show you how, by applying the Word of
God, you can make major changes for victory in
every area of your life. Just think…breakfast,
your Bible, and a big word of encouragement
and faith from Kenneth and Gloria Copeland
every day of the year. You will grow From Faith
to Faith.
You'll Come Back to Yourself - Michaela
Angemeer 2019-08-18
Dive into this collection of poetry and prose
inspired by modern dating and broken
relationships, perfect for fans of Rupi Kaur and
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

Orion Carloto. You'll Come Back to Yourself
explores themes of lost love, infidelity,
depression, body image, and ultimately the
power women have in learning to choose
themselves. Separated into three sections:
Holding On, Ouroboros, and Letting Go, this
collection is a cyclical expedition of self
discovery.
Ask a Manager - Alison Green 2018-05-01
From the creator of the popular website Ask a
Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist
comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new
advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten
years as a workplace-advice columnist have
taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply
don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green
does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to
have during your career. You’ll learn what to say
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when • coworkers push their work on you—then
take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk
someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re
being micromanaged—or not being managed at
all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your
cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party
Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice
boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no
matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred
review) “The author’s friendly, warm, nononsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her
advice can be widely applied to relationships in
all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new
to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us
how to deal with many of the most vexing big
and little problems in our workplaces—and to do
so with grace, confidence, and a sense of
humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and
author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate
playbook for navigating the traditional
workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin
Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
Year of the Monkey - Patti Smith 2019-09-24
From the National Book Award-winning author
of Just Kids and M Train, a profound, beautifully
realized memoir in which dreams and reality are
vividly woven into a tapestry of one
transformative year. Following a run of New
Year's concerts at San Francisco's legendary
Fillmore, Patti Smith finds herself tramping the
coast of Santa Cruz, about to embark on a year
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of solitary wandering. Unfettered by logic or
time, she draws us into her private wonderland
with no design, yet heeding signs--including a
talking sign that looms above her, prodding and
sparring like the Cheshire Cat. In February, a
surreal lunar year begins, bringing with it
unexpected turns, heightened mischief, and
inescapable sorrow. In a stranger's words,
"Anything is possible: after all, it's the Year of
the Monkey." For Smith--inveterately curious,
always exploring, tracking thoughts, writing--the
year evolves as one of reckoning with the
changes in life's gyre: with loss, aging, and a
dramatic shift in the political landscape of
America. Smith melds the western landscape
with her own dreamscape. Taking us from
California to the Arizona desert; to a Kentucky
farm as the amanuensis of a friend in crisis; to
the hospital room of a valued mentor; and by
turns to remembered and imagined places, this
haunting memoir blends fact and fiction with
poetic mastery. The unexpected happens; grief
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

and disillusionment set in. But as Smith heads
toward a new decade in her own life, she offers
this balm to the reader: her wisdom, wit, gimlet
eye, and above all, a rugged hope for a better
world. Riveting, elegant, often humorous,
illustrated by Smith's signature Polaroids, Year
of the Monkey is a moving and original work, a
touchstone for our turbulent times.
Poetry Book - I Still Love You (Inspirational
Love Poems on Life, Poetry Books, Spiritual
Poems, Poetry Books, Love Poems, Poetry
Books, Inspirational Poems, Poetry Books,
Love Poems, Poetry Books) - Nerissa Marie
2017-07
Poetry Book - I Still Love You (Inspirational Love
Poems on Life, Poetry Books, Spiritual Poems,
Poetry Books, Love Poems, Poetry Books,
Inspirational Poems, Poetry Books, Love Poems,
Poetry Books)I Still Love You, is a poetic journey
created with the intention that you may
adventure within to find happiness, and discover
the confidence and courage to shine bright! This
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glorious poetry inspires inner strength,
compassion and courage.This is a magical poetry
book filled with enchanting illustrations. The raw
poems embrace life¿s challenges and the beauty
beyond our conscious mind. Poetry to awaken
the illuminated love that is all pervading, ever
present and resides within you.Poetry that floats
into the astral realms looking for love and life
purpose. Bringing home connection, humility,
compassion, happiness and eternal love.This
poetry book is especially great for conscious
people, who wish to embrace themselves and
shine bright as can be!* Poetry to illuminate the
soul* Excellent for self-healing* Magical and
peaceful poems* Read aloud* Love Poems*
Inspirational poetry* Spiritual healingThis is a
great inspirational poetry book to share with
friends and family.Encouraging:* SelfConfidence & Self-Esteem* Mindfulness* Inner
Calm* Happiness and Joy* Compassion* InnerPeace* Love* Compassionate Living* Service to
humanityScroll up and click 'buy' and enjoy
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

some quality reading time!tags: love poems,
poem books, poetry, poetry collection, rhyming
book, kids poetry, inspiration books, spiritual
poetry, spiritual poems, self help books, poetry,
poem, poems, funeral poems, wedding poetry,
angel poems, chakras, enlightenment, bedtime
stories, short stories, poetry books, poem read
aloud, poem crazy, poems free, poems about
love, poems about life, poems for kids, poem
read aloud, poemas de amor, poems free kindle,
poetry anthology, poetry handbook, spiritual self
healing, religion and spirituality free books,
spirituality books, spirituality and mental illness,
spirituality of imperfection, spirituality without
religion, spirituality and health, self help, self
help books, self help books for women, free self
help books for kindle, self help free, self help
workbooks, meditations, meditation book,
meditation free kindle books, meditation
techniques for beginners, chakras, chakras for
beginners, chakras balancing, chakras healing,
mindfulness, mindfulness for beginners,
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mindfulness meditation, love poems.
The She Book - Tanya Markul 2019-06-04
Crafting together the power of words and
womanhood, writer Tanya Markul has written a
completely unique poetry collection fit for the
phenomenal readers of today. In Tanya's words,
"May we raise the bar for how we live our lives.
May we ridiculously increase the amount of
peace, play, creativity, beauty, love, and joy in
everything we do. May we all sip from the
wisdom of our suffering. And awaken with the
courage to share our stories that can heal our
inner and outer worlds."
The Hill We Climb - Amanda Gorman 2021-03-30
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller and
#1 USA Today bestseller Amanda Gorman’s
electrifying and historic poem “The Hill We
Climb,” read at President Joe Biden’s
inauguration, is now available as a collectible
gift edition. “Stunning.” —CNN “Dynamic.”
—NPR “Deeply rousing and uplifting.” —Vogue
On January 20, 2021, Amanda Gorman became
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

the sixth and youngest poet to deliver a poetry
reading at a presidential inauguration. Taking
the stage after the 46th president of the United
States, Joe Biden, Gorman captivated the nation
and brought hope to viewers around the globe
with her call for unity and healing. Her poem
“The Hill We Climb: An Inaugural Poem for the
Country” can now be cherished in this special
gift edition, perfect for any reader looking for
some inspiration. Including an enduring
foreword by Oprah Winfrey, this remarkable
keepsake celebrates the promise of America and
affirms the power of poetry.
You Deserve Better - Tyler Cameron 2021-07-27
**The Instant National Bestseller** From the
Bachelorette breakout heartthrob, You Deserve
Better combines Tyler Cameron's life story with
a guide for both men and women to building
healthy relationships in the tricky world of
modern dating, proving why he's the male
feminist we never knew we needed. Tyler
Cameron impressed fans on The Bachelorette
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with his ability to discuss difficult topics with a
level of emotional intelligence perhaps never
seen on reality television. Things like consent
and boundaries, respect for women and their
decisions, the roots of toxic masculinity in
insecurity, and more, he espoused with
confidence and genuineness. Tyler seems like a
unicorn. He got the world's attention simply by
demonstrating a full grasp of respect and no fear
of vulnerability and honesty. But shouldn't this
be the norm? In this book, Tyler shows that
every person deserves a partner who
understands and values them, with advice on
how to seek out someone like this and how to
behave like this for your own someone. Part
memoir, part how-to guide for anyone lost in the
world of modern dating, and interspersed with
practical tips on how to find and foster a
meaningful relationship, You Deserve Better
shows readers how Tyler C. became Tyler C., the
story his fans are dying to know.
Black Book of Poems - Vincent Hunanyan
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

2020-05-05
Titled from lyrics of the song “Nobody Home” by
Pink Floyd, this well-thought poetry collection
touches on the subjects of loss, love, pain,
happiness, depression, abandonment, war, good
vs. evil, alcoholism, religion, and complicated
family relationships. Written mostly in metered,
rhyming stanzas, Black Book of Poems provides
a non-threatening platform for reflection and
meditation on life’s most difficult challenges.
This collection offers a refreshingly honest
approach to life and love that feels realistic and
relatable to everyone.
Tears of Broken Hearts - L. Figaro 2017-10-17
We Hope This Reaches You in Time - r.h. Sin
2020-01-14
A revised and expanded paperback edition of We
Hope This Reaches You in Time by Samantha
King Holmes and r.h. Sin with all-new bonus
material from the authors. Ideas, poetry, and
prose from bestselling authors Samantha King
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Holmes & r.h. Sin.
Clarity & Connection - Yung Pueblo 2021-04-27
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From the
celebrated author of Inward comes a new
collection of poetry and short prose focused on
understanding how past wounds impact our
present relationships. In Clarity & Connection,
Yung Pueblo describes how intense emotions
accumulate in our subconscious and condition us
to act and react in certain ways. In his
characteristically spare, poetic style, he guides
readers through the excavation and release of
the past that is required for growth. To be read
on its own or as a complement to Inward, Yung
Pueblo’s second work is a powerful resource for
those invested in the work of personal
transformation, building self-awareness, and
deepening their connection with others.
The HYMN - Anonymous 2017-04-11
'THE HYMN: Song of the Soul' is the spiritual
song of an anonymous author. Written seven
years after a traumatic near-death experience
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

ignited a profound awakening, the spirited and
iconoclastic verse is a declaration of that
transformative inner journey and its
unfathomable climax. A single copy of the
original book exists: THEHYMN.com
Born to Love, Cursed to Feel Revised Edition Samantha King Holmes 2021-09-28
Samantha King Holmes brings forth a raw,
original perspective. A collection of poetry that
breathes hope into the idea of love while
mourning the human condition of seeking out
connections, sometimes with the wrong people.
Her verse takes the readers on an introspective
journey of love, longing, and self-evolution. Born
to Love, Cursed to Feel Revised Edition brings to
life an answer to the many difficult questions
involving self-love and the feelings we have for
others. The book explores the need to connect
and the way emotions can complicate our
decision making. Ultimately this book is a poetic
documentation of heartbreak, anguish, and
redemption. A story told in hopes of reminding
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others that their mistakes do not define them
and that the end is usually the beginning of
something more. In this revised edition, new,
never-before-seen poems are sprinkled
throughout among beloved and refreshed pieces
from the first edition.
Great Circle - Maggie Shipstead 2021-05-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A TODAY
SHOW #ReadWithJenna BOOK CLUB PICK •
The unforgettable story of a daredevil female
aviator determined to chart her own course in
life, at any cost: an “epic trip—through
Prohibition and World War II, from Montana to
London to present-day Hollywood—and you’ll
relish every minute” (People). After being
rescued as infants from a sinking ocean liner in
1914, Marian and Jamie Graves are raised by
their dissolute uncle in Missoula, Montana.
There--after encountering a pair of barnstorming
pilots passing through town in beat-up biplanes-Marian commences her lifelong love affair with
flight. At fourteen she drops out of school and
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

finds an unexpected and dangerous patron in a
wealthy bootlegger who provides a plane and
subsidizes her lessons, an arrangement that will
haunt her for the rest of her life, even as it
allows her to fulfill her destiny:
circumnavigating the globe by flying over the
North and South Poles. A century later, Hadley
Baxter is cast to play Marian in a film that
centers on Marian's disappearance in Antarctica.
Vibrant, canny, disgusted with the
claustrophobia of Hollywood, Hadley is eager to
redefine herself after a romantic film franchise
has imprisoned her in the grip of cult celebrity.
Her immersion into the character of Marian
unfolds, thrillingly, alongside Marian's own
story, as the two women's fates--and their
hunger for self-determination in vastly different
geographies and times--collide. Epic and
emotional, meticulously researched and
gloriously told, Great Circle is a monumental
work of art, and a tremendous leap forward for
the prodigiously gifted Maggie Shipstead.
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We Hope This Reaches You in Time - R. H.
Sin 2020-01-14
A revised and expanded paperback edition of We
Hope This Reaches You in Time by Samantha
King Holmes and r.h. Sin with all-new bonus
material from the authors. Ideas, poetry, and
prose from bestselling authors Samantha King
Holmes & r.h. Sin.
The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of
Nantucket - Edgar Allan Poe 2022-06-02
"The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of
Nantucket" is the only complete novel written by
American writer Edgar Allan Poe. The story was
inspired by a newspaper account of the
shipwreck and subsequent rescue of the two
men on board. Poe developed the story into a
tale of the young Arthur Gordon Pym, who stows
away aboard a whaling ship called the Grampus.
Yet, it's not the mere adventures that make this
book a literary masterpiece. Poe imbued his tale
with allegorical richness, biblical imagery, and
psychological insights. This novel has influenced
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

numerous writers, including Melville, James,
Verne, and Nabokov.
Ground Zero - Alan Gratz 2021-02-02
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller. In
time for the twentieth anniversary of 9/11,
master storyteller Alan Gratz (Refugee) delivers
a pulse-pounding and unforgettable take on
history and hope, revenge and fear -- and the
stunning links between the past and present.
September 11, 2001, New York City: Brandon is
visiting his dad at work, on the 107th floor of the
World Trade Center. Out of nowhere, an airplane
slams into the tower, creating a fiery nightmare
of terror and confusion. And Brandon is in the
middle of it all. Can he survive -- and escape?
September 11, 2019, Afghanistan: Reshmina has
grown up in the shadow of war, but she dreams
of peace and progress. When a battle erupts in
her village, Reshmina stumbles upon a wounded
American soldier named Taz. Should she help
Taz -- and put herself and her family in mortal
danger? Two kids. One devastating day. Nothing
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will ever be the same.
Winter Roses after Fall - r.h. Sin 2021-10-26
From the authors of The New York Times
bestsellers Empty Bottles Full of Stories and
Falling Toward the Moon comes a brand-new
collection of compelling poetry and prose.
There's a harshness in the air; the season is
changing its colors. The rain is chilled, icy to the
touch, and the sky, filled with melancholy. Your
search for warmth has brought you here; you
starve for something profound. You require
something that will resonate with your soul.
Despite how cold, you're determined to grow.
And with these words, you bloom, a winter rose.
Whiskey Words & a Shovel III - r.h. Sin
2017-04-04
r.h. Sin’s final volume in the Whiskey, Words,
and a Shovel series expands on the passion and
vigor of his first two installments. His stanzas
inspire strength through the raw, emotional
energy and the vulnerability of his poems.
Relationships, love, pain, and fortitude are
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

powerfully rendered in his poetry, and his
message of perseverance in the face of
emotional turmoil cuts to the heart of modernday life. At roughly 300 pages, this culminating
volume will be his lengthiest yet.
She Fits Inside These Words - r.h. Sin
2021-06-22
From New York Times bestselling authors r.h.
Sin and Robert M. Drake with bestselling poet
Samantha King Holmes comes an ode for all
women. This is the time to look into the mirror
and see everything you’ve been fighting for.
Yourself, a peace of mind, and everything your
heart deserves. You fit inside these words.
She Felt Like Feeling Nothing - r.h. Sin
2018-04-10
There are moments when the heart no longer
wishes to feel because everything it's felt up
until then has brought it nothing but anguish. In
She Felt Like Feeling Nothing, r.h. Sin pursues
themes of self-discovery and retrospection. With
this book, the poet intends to create a safe space
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where women can rest their weary hearts and
focus on themselves.
Imagine - Joseph Colombrita 2016-04-16
A collection of poems through the eyes of a
dreamer. These poems will take you to places we
all can relate to. It will touch souls from young
to old. With your imagination anything is
possible.
A Bend in the Stars - Rachel Barenbaum
2019-05-14
All the Light We Cannot See meets The
Nightingale in this literary WWI-era novel and
epic love story of a brilliant young doctor who
races against Einstein to solve one of the
universe's great mysteries. In Russia, in the
summer of 1914, as war with Germany looms
and the Czar's army tightens its grip on the local
Jewish community, Miri Abramov and her
brilliant physicist brother, Vanya, are facing an
impossible decision. Since their parents drowned
fleeing to America, Miri and Vanya have been
raised by their babushka, a famous matchmaker
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

who has taught them to protect themselves at all
costs: to fight, to kill if necessary, and always to
have an escape plan. But now, with fierce,
headstrong Miri on the verge of becoming one of
Russia's only female surgeons, and Vanya hoping
to solve the final puzzles of Einstein's elusive
theory of relativity, can they bear to leave the
homeland that has given them so much? Before
they have time to make their choice, war is
declared and Vanya goes missing, along with
Miri's fiancé. Miri braves the firing squad to go
looking for them both. As the eclipse that will
change history darkens skies across Russia, not
only the safety of Miri's own family but the
future of science itself hangs in the balance.
Grounded in real history -- and inspired by the
solar eclipse of 1914 -- A Bend in the Stars offers
a heart-stopping account of modern science's
greatest race amidst the chaos of World War I,
and a love story as epic as the railways crossing
Russia.
Able is She - R H Sin 2019-07-17
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Moods for strong women who are weary from
heartache.
I Hope This Reaches Her in Time Revised
Edition - R. H. Sin 2022-12-20
New York Times bestselling author, r.h. Sin,
presents a revised and expanded edition of his
bestseller I Hope This Reaches Her in Time.
There will come a time when the weariness of
your soul will urge you to seek out a sign, some
sort of indication that things will get better. Your
heart will be drawn to this place, to these pages.
These words were written for you, this book is
your manifesto. I hope this reaches you in time.
I Hope This Reaches Her Too - R. Sin 2018-05-11
New message. I hope this reaches you...
Swimming Lessons - Lili Reinhart 2020-09-29
Instant New York Times Bestseller The debut
collection of poetry from Lili Reinhart, the
actress and outspoken advocate for mental
health awareness and body positivity. I seem to
be your new favorite novel. One that keeps you
up at night, turning my pages. Fingers lingering
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

on me so you don’t lose your place. Swimming
Lessons explores the euphoric beginnings of
young love, battling anxiety and depression in
the face of fame, and the inevitable heartbreak
that stems from passion. Relatable yet deeply
intimate, provocative yet comforting, bite-sized
yet profound, Lili's poems reflect her trademark
honesty and unique perspective. Accompanied
by striking and evocative illustrations,
Swimming Lessons reveals the depths of female
experience, and is the work of a storyteller who
is coming into her own.
Rest in the Mourning - R. H. Sin 2016-08-28
the search for peace and clarity.
Sad Birds Still Sing - Faraway Poetry
2019-10-15
Sad Birds Still Sing is a highly anticipated book
of poetry from anonymous author Faraway. In
less than a year, he has become one of the most
recognizable figures on the platform where he
writes: Instagram (@farawaypoetry). In this
book of selected poems and writings, Faraway
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takes the reader on a journey of discovery, with
a message of hope running as the main artery
through the pages. Sad Birds Still Sing fearlessly
dives into the depths of the human condition,
tackling topics such as new and old love,
heartbreak, loss, anxiety, self-love, dreaming,
and much more. With an emphasis on short-form
poetry, worlds and ideas, emotions and thoughts
are woven together on the pages.
The Book Thief - Markus Zusak 2007-12-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF
TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF
ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel
about the ability of books to feed the soul even
in the darkest of times. When Death has a story
to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The
country is holding its breath. Death has never
been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel
Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence
for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can’t resist–books. With the help
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns
to read and shares her stolen books with her
neighbors during bombing raids as well as with
the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with
intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak,
author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The
kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The
New York Times “Deserves a place on the same
shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne
Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE
THE BOOK THIEF.
I Hope this Reaches Her in Time - R. H. Sin
2017-11-19
you have a message from r.h. Sin
SLAY - Brittney Morris 2019-09-24
“Gripping and timely.” —People “The YA debut
we’re most excited for this year.”
—Entertainment Weekly “A book that knocks
you off your feet while dropping the kind of
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knowledge that’ll keep you down for the count.
Prepare to BE slain.” —Nic Stone, New York
Times bestselling author of Dear Martin and Odd
One Out Ready Player One meets The Hate U
Give in this dynamite debut novel that follows a
fierce teen game developer as she battles a reallife troll intent on ruining the Black
Panther–inspired video game she created and
the safe community it represents for Black
gamers. By day, seventeen-year-old Kiera
Johnson is an honors student, a math tutor, and
one of the only Black kids at Jefferson Academy.
But at home, she joins hundreds of thousands of
Black gamers who duel worldwide as Nubian
personas in the secret multiplayer online roleplaying card game, SLAY. No one knows Kiera is
the game developer, not her friends, her family,
not even her boyfriend, Malcolm, who believes
video games are partially responsible for the
“downfall of the Black man.” But when a teen in
Kansas City is murdered over a dispute in the
SLAY world, news of the game reaches
i-hope-this-reaches-her-in-time

mainstream media, and SLAY is labeled a racist,
exclusionist, violent hub for thugs and criminals.
Even worse, an anonymous troll infiltrates the
game, threatening to sue Kiera for “anti-white
discrimination.” Driven to save the only world in
which she can be herself, Kiera must preserve
her secret identity and harness what it means to
be unapologetically Black in a world intimidated
by Blackness. But can she protect her game
without losing herself in the process?
Good Morning, Love - Ashley M. Coleman
2022-06-21
For fans of My (Not So) Perfect Life and Jasmine
Guillory’s While We Were Dating, a disarmingly
fun debut novel follows Carlisa Henton as her
life comes undone after a chance meeting with a
rising pop star. Carlisa “Carli” Henton is a
musician and songwriter hoping to follow in her
father’s musical footsteps. But, biding her time
until she makes it big in the music industry, she
works as a junior account manager at a bigname media company to cover her New York
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City rent. Carli meticulously balances her work
with her musical endeavors as a
songwriter—until a chance meeting with rising
star Tau Anderson sends her calculated world
into a frenzy. Their worlds collide and quickly
blur the strict lines Carli has drawn between her
business and her personal life, throwing Carli’s
reputation—and her burgeoning songwriting
career—into question. A smart, timely,
energizing romance, Good Morning, Love shows
us what the glamorous New York’s music scene
is really like and takes us into the lives of a
rising but somewhat troubled R&B star and a
promising protégé who knows her job better
than she knows herself. With fresh and honest
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prose, Good Morning, Love examines the
uncertainty of being a new professional looking
to chase a dream while also trying to survive in a
world that’s not always kind to ambitious
women.
Algedonic - r.h. Sin 2017-12-12
Algedonic is an aesthetic outlook on pain and
pleasure. Complex emotions simplified into
poetic interludes as only r.h. Sin can express.
With his trademark of giving simplicity to some
of the hardest of emotions, Sin reminds us all
that there are often two sides to an emotional
story and sometimes the pain transforms into
something beautiful, something less problematic
and maybe something that reignites a feeling of
pleasure.
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